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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
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Now is the time when the MG show season is in full swing!By the time you receive
this issue of the "Driver" we will hopefully have held our second National MGB
Convention in St. Louis. (Living in Southern California, earthquake central, I take
nothing for granted these days!) We hope to bring you a full report and results in our
next issue, and if you didn't get to meet us in St. Louis, then start making plans for
next year's extravaganza in the Nation's Capital-Washington D.C.
Our concours articles have elicited many letters and comments, and it's obvious
that there are a lot of people out there who like to show off their MGBs, Midgets and
MG 1300s. However opinions on how the cars should be evaluated are many and
varied, and it's obvious there is no real standard which is nationally accepted as
there is in the U.K. We will return to this subject at a later date, but any comments
you may care to make will be welcomed, whether in favor of, or against the various
systems. For our part, we have asuggestedset of rules in this issue from our Concours
Coordinator, a 'how to do it' feature and a letter from a leading show circuit
competitor. You can't say we don't cover all the bases!
Finally, we had a letter from a member who was quite irate that we published an
advertisement, in our "Sell-Seek-Swap" section, that he had many parts for sale. The
ad contained his home telephone number and was one of the many we receive in the
editorial office. While we know we have a few comedians out there, this advert was
apparently not submitted by the member concerned and we offer him our sincere
apologies for publishing the advert. However, all our advertisements are (we hope!)
submitted and accepted in good faith, and we haven't the time to check up by phone
on every advert submitted. Our small ads section is, at the moment, free to members,
but if there should be a recurrence of this isolated instance, we may have to start
making a charge for placing adverts. It's up to you and once again we sincerely
apologize to the member concerned.
That's all for this time-see you on the great American highway!
Marcham Rhoade

1327 Austin
Lincoln Park, MI 48146
(313) 3826715
P.O. Box 2645
Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 9683259
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MIDGET: Bruce Wyckoff, 3130 Marcia Lane, Hamilton, MI 49419, (616) 751-7200
1967 MGBCT Special: Gregg Puwis, 2285 Pavillion Walk, Holland, MI 49424, (616) 399-4645.
1974'/2 MCBs: Steve Harding, 1913-D Darby Road, Havertown, PA 19803, (215) 446-2073
MCB V8s: Curt Downing, 1355 Notch Road, Cheshire, CT 06410, (203) 8881448
MGB LEs: Position Open
MG1100/1300s: Thomas K. Gaylord, 3180 Verdun Drive, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30305, (404) 261-5083
The North American MGB Register is affiliated t o the MC Car Club of England. The MG Car Club
was founded in 1930and is theoriginal factorysupported, and approved organization for all MGs,
with the Club Headquarters situated in Abingdonan-Thames close by the birthplace of all MGs.
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FROM YOUR SECRETARY

Jerome Rosenberger

OBITUARY-ALBERT

SYDNEY ENEVER

JonathanWood

Summer's MGing season should now be in full swing. The season started for
Edna and myself with the Second Annual British Car Show in Champaign, Illinois. It
was great to see old friends again, and bringing home a couple of awards wasn't bad
either.
So far, of course, the highlight of the season was MG '93, the St. Louis
convention. I hope you didn't miss that show. The St. Louis MG Club really put in a
lot of work on the event. The convention had something for everyone, from antique
shopping trips for the wives, to trips to the world famous St. Louis Zoo for the kids.
On behalf of all the Register's Executive Officers I wish to thank Robin Weatherall
and all of the St. Louis club officers for a job well done!
Next year we are expecting an even more exciting convention in the nation's
capital, hosted by club president, Larry Berger, and the rest of the MGCC, Washington DC Centre. Washington is a great place to vacation, so start making your plans
now. Edna and I lived in the Washington area many years back and are really looking
forward to returning to show Ben all the sites. Ben is our son, not our car, sometimes
we do engage in non-MG activities! (Though not often enough!-Edna)
We have also announced, via the MG Club Council, what I'm sure will prove to
be the largest MG gathering ever in North America. In 1996, ALL the national MG
clubs, the T, A, B and C Registers, in what I believe is a historical movement toward
MG solidarity, will pool their resources and host one huge, joint convention. With
all the national clubs acting together in this fashion, it is expected that the 1996meet
could draw over 1,000 MGs. We are also discussing some other exciting ideas to
ensure a really big turnout. Details are still being worked out as exact time and
location, but we expect the meet will be held in mid-July and as central to as many
MG drivers as possible. We will keep you informed as plans become final.
Membership in the Register continues to grow every day and it is always
exciting to meet you and your MG. If you have fellow MG friends who are not
members, ask them, why not? As you can see, we have BIG plans for the coming
years, and are doing everything we can to make your MGing more enjoyable.
See you on the road!
Jerome

AT--

Editor's View - continued horn page 3
P.S. Material submitted to the "Driver"
MUST be exclusive and not have been
sent to any other publication.
Also we would remind you
that all material must
be submitted by the
original author, except
where permission has
been given to reproduce, and is not lifted
from some Prodigy bulletin board or other
E.B.S.

Well, we lost another star from the MG firmament earlier this year, one of the
giants of the octagonal success story, Syd Enever, who was thecreative force for MG
design for over 30 years.
In the early 1920s Syd got a job in Morris Garages' sales rooms where the future
Chief Engineer of MG began his career as an errand boy riding a bike which bore the
company's name on a sign attached to the crossbar!
Syd soon joined one of the firm's garages and, when the business moved to
Abingdon in 1929, he joined the experimental department, but in 1935, design was
ceded to Cowley and Enever remained at Abingdon in a liaison role. Although the
specifications of road cars now emanated from Morris Motors, Syd designed the
EX135 record breaker which Major Goldie Gardner successfully took to the German
autobahns in 1938 and 1939.
After the war, Enever, along with Works Manager Cecil Cousins, unofficially
created the TD at Abingdon, and later in 1952 he was responsible for EX176-in effect
the prototype MGA. With the appointment of John Thornley as MG's General
Manager in 1954,design responsibility was officiallyvested in Syd who became Chief
Engineer, a position he held until his retirement in 1971.As Chief he was soon at work
on MG's last record breaker, EX181, in which Stirling Moss took a clutch of records
on the Salt Flats in Utah in 1957 and 1959.
Syd Enever was one of those quiet, intuitive engineers who delighted in jotting
down ideas on scraps of paper and the backs of cigarette packets! His last major
project was the hugely successful MGB
of 1962which was his first monocoque
construction. It was a design of which
John Thornley has written:"He got it
right: s o right that although the car
was only intended foracustomary five
years or so, circumstances dictated
that it went on and on and was still
outselling its competitors eighteen
years later"!
Don Hayter who styled the MGB
and was MG's last Chief Engineer remembers Syd as having "agreat ability
to enthuse his colleagues-and he'd
keep you at it! He had extraordinary
attention to detail and was, above all,
a first class engine designer. Also his
level of contacts within BMC was quite
phenomenal, he seemed to know everyone from George Harriman and Alec
Issigonis, to the men in the foundry."
Syd was 86 when he passed away
and we will not see his like again.

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
John H. Twist
Dear Fellow Enthusiast!
Goodbye Mount Pinatubo and hello Summer, 1993!Last year's driving season,
reduced to an occasional weekend by the inclement weather, is but a distant
memory! My shop, University Motors, is running at full speed; the Register is signing
up new members daily; and the registrations for St. Louis are well over 200 as I write.
Both Caroline and I will attend the St. Louis convention with our children-we will
have seen you there!
Our summer's goal is to increase our membership. The forms I promised last
newsletter DO accompany this one. We encourage you to sign up your neighbor and
his MG! We will make our first direct mail solicitation (to Illinois) in July and will let
you know the success of that venture in the next newsletter. Jerome continues to
report a VERY high rate of renewals, in fact, most not electing to continue their
membership simply have sold their MGs.
We have a new SERVICE COORDINATOR! Steve Brown of Schenectady, New
York has taken on this position to assist our members in finding reliable repair
shops throughout North America.
Further, we ask each of the coordinators to provide THREE articles for this
magazine per year s o that you may learn more about the various models. Our editor
demands, excellent, varied, and frequent copy from officers and coordinators, as
well as the membership, to continue the extremely high standard he has achieved.
Please send your letters and articles to Marcham Rhoade!
We are looking forward to our AGM in October in Chicago. We will have
elections for Chairman and Treasurer (I will be stepping down as your Chairman this
year.) and we will reaffirm all Chapters, all the Registrars and Coordinators. The
highlight will be an evening awards banquet. Maybe there will even be time for a
Tech Session?
The MG Club Council, a loose confederation of all the MG clubs, national and
local, will meet in Grand Rapids, Michigan on Thursday, August 19th, prior to the
University Motors 17thAnnual Summer Party. This could be the first time that all the
major club chairmen are present! The special guest for the weekend is Ron
Gammons, chairman of the MG Car Club England. Be certain your club is represented at this historic meeting!
DRIVE your MG! Keep it CLEAN! Keep it MAINTAINED! Keep it on the ROAD!
Safety Fast!

From The Original
British Parts Specialist
J The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!

We stock obscure as well as common items. Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares insures the complete
and correct restoration of your classic MG sports car.

J

No Risk Shopping!

We want you to be happy with the components you get
from us! We have the best returns policy in the
business and always go the extra
mile to keep you satisfied.

J

Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!

Our longer hours make it more convenient for you to
shop for the parts you need, especially evenings
and weekends! Phone u s Monday through Friday
from 6 am to 7 pm Pacific Time and
7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.

J

Faster Service!

We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by 2 pm,
your local time, for same day shipping.

J

Free Illustrated Catalogs!

Our famous, comprehensive catalogs help you
find the parts you need quickly and easily. Just
specify the edition you need: MGB or Midget.

J

Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!

Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
hundreds of specially priced sale items, new
product releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

J

Quality Parts, First Class Service!

Give u s a call, we know that you'll be pleased!

MOSS MOTORS, LTD.

P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

800-235-6954

Toll-Free Ordering in U.S.A. & Canada

805-968-6910

World's Leading Supplier
Of British Car Parts!

M C NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
M C RV8 AVAILABLE I N AMERICA!
We recently printed in the "MCB DriverWaletter to our Chairman from Graham
Morris, Managing Director of Rover Europe in which he said that, "as yet we are
unable to export the MG RV8 into the U.S. market ...right hand drive only ...will not
meet U.S.A .homologation requirements ...disappoint you, etc."
We have received word from Ross Whittaker of D & R Enterprises that all this is
now changed and that the MG RV8 will become available in North America...in model
form at 1/43rd scale!!!Produced by R.A.E. Models, the hand crafted RV8 is available
either built up or in kit form at prices ranging from $45 to $90. Contact Ross for
further details. (His ad is in the back of this "Driver". We also know this model to be
available from another of our advertisers, Triple C Enterprises, in California.)

'

MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The R ~ a d . " ~

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

Toll Free All USA & Canada
The MG RV8 that will be coming to the [I.S.A.!

M C B REBUILT SWIVEL AXLE ASSEMBLIES
We learn from Moss Motors that they have a good supply of completely rebuilt
front swivel axle assemblies. These include two bead-blasted, magnafluxed and
painted swivels which have been reamed to fit the new king pins supplied. The kit
also includes two each of .003" and .005" front hub shims, and all necessary
components that are required for installation.
Retailing at $274.50 (includes an $80 core charge) this will save hours on the
normal down time associated with this type of operation. More information is
available from Moss.

800-255-0088
'Y

Worldwide Orders
Worldwide Fax

913-599-3299
913-541-8500

British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

MORE ON RECTIFICATION
AT ABINCDON

MORE ON THE MC AIR POLLUTION
CONTROL CENTER AT ABINCDON

Geoff Allen

Just around the corner from "B" Block at the MG factory in Abingdon was long
low building. All MGBs produced for export passed through this building, where
they were tested to the requirements laid down by various countries throughout
the world for emission regulations.
After various functional tests, every vehicle was emission tested at a warmed
up idle speed to ensure the emission of Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Hydrocarbon
(HC) was within the specified limits. In addition to these checks, a full exhaust
emission test to the procedures laid down by the regulating bodies was carried out
on a percentage of the production.
Hydrocarbon, Carbon Monoxide and Nitric Oxide POX) measurements were
made following a vehicle test on a dynamometer to a driving pattern laid down by
the appropriate Regulating Body and had to conform to the established limits laid
down for gaseous pollutants.
Some of the checks made on the MGB and Midget were:
1. Check operation of hoses.
2. Check operation of VAC RTD valve.
3. Check operation of RRC valve.
4. Check operation of Gulp Valve.
5. Record CO/HC at idle (air off) and air on.
6. Ignition timing dynamic and Transmission Controlled Spark Advance.
7. Check labels and settings.
8. Check at idle and fast speed.
9. Recheck timings if necessary.

As many members of the Register will know, our good friend Geoff Allen worked
at the MG Factory for 28 years. Recently he sent us the following comments on
rectification at the factory following our exclusive publication in the "MCBDriver"
of the QED 252 Inspection History Card used at Abingdon.

'

Air pollution testing at Abingdon, July, 1980.

"The Inspection History Card illustrated was the most recent of the cards to be
used at the Abingdon Factory, earlier cards were smaller, but were not s o detailed
and the jobs were written in longhand by the Inspector or Tester at each stage of
production.
When I first started work at the 'G's (as the factory was known in the Abingdon
area) at the beginning of February, 1954 in the Rectification Department, all
rectification was carried out at that time in " A block. This section was shared with
the Riley Pathfinder assembly line and the Road Test which was in an extension up
asmall ramp between us and the yard. Shortly afterwards the "T" Types were moved
to one of the bays in "B"Blockto make room for "Z" Magnette rectification. "B" Block
eventually became the Finishing Shop where paint rectification and major body
repairs were carried out.
At this time the compliment of the department was around 40, most of whom
were skilled fitters. As production started to build, the numbers eventually peaked
at around 60 souls with George Morris as Foreman and Lionel Hind as Chargehand
with two Progress Chasers to collect our parts and carry out documentation of
engine, axle and gearbox numbers when these had been changed. The outfit was
rounded off by the most important member of the s h o p t h e 'Tea Boy'-who apart
from collecting the tea and eats from the Works Canteen, kept oil and antifreeze
bowsers topped up. He also assisted the Progress Chasers and any spare time he
had left was used in helping to work on the MGs in the shop, to learn the job, but in
later years we also had apprentices in the shop.
As I outlined earlier, all rectification was carried out in the department from
adjusting washer jets on all cars, to major repairs to engines, axles, gearboxes etc.
Any damaged trim was changed in the shop and any badly fitted trim was refitted,
as were external bright parts. We also carried out small electrical repairs, but in the
interests of smooth working, the two shop electricians carried out the major
electrical repairs. Two of our number specialized in doors, bonnets and boot lids,
mainly on Rileys and Magnettes. In later years electrics became a separate job with
two electricians, one of whom had a 'Roving Commission', moving from car to car
while the fitters were still working on them. The door, bonnet and boot man also
later worked in this way. At this time all carburetors @recrypton) were set up in the
shop. Non-Running cars (NRT) and Return to Test (Rm cars were rectified by a
small group of usually from two to four men and were then re-tested. We also fitted
some shortages, more of which I will explain later.
During the latter half of the 1950's the pattern of Rectification changed, with
stages being set up on the assembly lines for "line rectification". Here a rectifier
would carry out any rectification work he could at a particular stage between the
cars coming down the line and he had an Inspector check and sign off his work. Some
continued on page 12
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Rectification at Abingdon.
of the Rectification shop fitters went on to be Line Rectifiers, others being Line
Operators who wanted a change of job. Also there were two or three line rectifiers
and an Inspector stationed between the end of each line and the RoadTesters-who
were soon to become the Rolling Road Testers!
At around this time, the main rectification shop was moved to "BnBlock. George
Morris was promoted to Supervisor and Lionel Hind became Foreman. The
Chargehands were Bill Budgen and Charlie Rosum, but the term chargehand was
Also around this time the department was retitled
later changed to Under
"Tuning", and soon after came the Cryptonizing of carburetors with Gas Analyzing
being carried out in "Cn Block. I myself became one of the four fitters who went on
to the Cryptons to see what the job entailed, but we all found it too boring after the
variety of jobs that rectification offered, so these Crypton positions were filled by
volunteers from other parts of the Factory.
By the time the QED 252 cards came in, we were finishing off all mechanical,
electrical, trim and bodywork jobs left on the card, which had not been practical to
carry out on the line, plus any work found by the rolling road test. We also handled
some of the shortages. We had four Inspectors in the shop by the early 1960's and
a small gang of Progress Drivers to bring our cars from Test to the Rectification Park.
These drivers also moved cars from Rectification to Finishing (Paint) and on to
Dispatch. Over the years to save walking around the factory area (which was not a s
small a s some people might imagine!-Ed)
they travelled back and forth in a variety
of vans, pickups and saloons. These included a 4 liter Princess R which had at one
time been the Competitions Department's "Barge" (support vehicle) and the infamous Riley Wayfarer which was a Pathfinder body fitted with 1.5 RM running gear.
They also had two rubber-bumpered MGB Roadsters doctored to carrya tow bar for
towing non-running cars off the line direct to Rectification. Known as the Factory
"Tugs" I still have the white one as my day to day hack, but now sportingV8 running
gear!

orem man.

Shortages where parts were not available at the time of assembly were written
on the card by theLine Operator or thestage Inspector. If at any stage of rectification
a damaged or incorrect part was removed, the rectifier would note it on the shortage
section of the card. At times when lines were shut down for any reason, line
operators fitted shortages, and when things were busy, overtime was worked on
shortage fitting by both line operators and rectification staff. One peculiar practice
the shortage crew were involved in, was to deliberately fit incorrect parts to
complete the days production and save stopping the production line! A good
example were the front hubs and rear axles. If wire wheels were on the specification
and only disc wheel hubs and axles were available, the disc typewere fitted and later
changed as shortages. Of course this involved the handbrake cable as well which is
longer on the wire wheel axle! GT and Roadster axles were also changed which
involved rear springs and if wheel type changes were involved this also included the
handbrake cable as the assembly was fitted as a complete unit. However, if the axle
had been fitted in isolation we did have a supply of brake backplate assemblies in
the rectification stores, complete with wheel cylinders (which were the only
difference) and brake shoes.
Finally a s each job was rectified it was signed off by the fitter, and the MG was
then taken to theend of theshop for inspection before being either returned to road
test or progressed to the FinishingDepartment. I hope the foregoing has clarified the
QED 252 system however if you have any questions please drop me a line c/o the
Editor of the "MCB Driver".
Geoff Allen. Abingdon on Thames.
(Editor's note-Thanks Ceoft?In a future issue of the "MCB Driver" look out for a
detailedplan of the MC Factory as it was when Geoff worked there-then you'll seejust
where Rectification, "B" Block, and "C" Block fitted into the grand plan!)

LE undergoing paint rectification.

PREPARATION FOR CONCOURS

Paul Skilleter and Peter Lawson

You've seen them in gleaming rows at the big MG meets, now Paul Skilleter and
Peter Lawson let you into the secrets of how the Concours circus obtains its results,
with an overview examination of the spit and polish scene that could help giveYOUR
MG a tremendous face lift ...
If you're rebuilding from scratch, then ending up with an MG that's fit for
concours is, if not easy, at least straightforward because everything's dismantled
and you can replace or restore each component and every part of the body at your
leisure. But suppose you've managed to acquire a very nice low mileage classic that
doesn't really need a rebuild? Unless it's been maintained throughout its life by a
fanatic, it'll still be miles away from being a concours contender; and it's how to
bring this sort of car up to truly immaculate condition that we're going to talk about
here. Even if you don't intend going within a million miles of a concours event, what
follows should-if you put it into practice-really transform the looks of your car.

CLEANING THE ENGINE BAY
Naturally you start with the dirty jobs first, s o forget about the polish at this
stage. The engine bay's a good place to begin and task number one is to get rid of
the accumulated grime and oil--quite a daunting prospect when you look at some
cars. Some drivers opt for steam cleaning, but this can be a little too harsh
sometimes (apart from not being terribly good for the electrics!) and it's better to
use a commercial degreaser like Gunk, or Solvol's Engine Clean. Peter however
prefers an alternative and that's a solvent-gas to be exact, because for one thing he
doesn't like the persistent smell of some degreasers! Whatever you use, start from
the top of the engine bay and engine itself and work downwards using an old
paintbrush to loosen and dissolve all the dirt. As the petrol runs down it will carry
the dirt away with it. Needless to say, this job should be done outdoors and well
away from any source which could ignite the gas vapor (like a heating system) and
it is also advisable to disconnect the battery(s) and cover the terminals to prevent
accidental shorting out. When the gas has done its job you can give everything a
further wash with washing up liquid or go straight on to the polishing of the painted
areas (after any necessary touching in).
CLEANING THE UNDERSIDE
This and the real detail work may best be left until you've completed the next
stage though, which is to clean the underside. Get the car safely off the ground as
high as you can and using an old washing up brush, wash off all the mud, using gas
again on oil soaked areas. This is a particularly long and filthy job if the car has been
in use for any length of time, but it's got to be done s o reserve a weekend for it!When
the underside is dry, neutralize any surface rust, redo any loose under-sealant, and
after the usual preparation, paint the wheelarches and floor pans with a polyurethane coach paint. This will leave a gloss finish making the underside easy to keep
clean in the future with just warm water.
Knowing exactly how your car left the factory is a crucial point, of course,
because concours as we understand it today means reproducing that 'just completed' lookand judges look hard for incorrect finishes and even over restoring, not
continued on pace 16
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Preparation for Concours - continued from page 14
just for dirt. Peter advises that you get hold of an original brochure for your car,
which helps a lot, particularly with the interior and engine bay. Otherwise look for
well-preserved low mileage examples and ask fellow club members. Finding a
mechanic who used to work on the model when it was new can also be a great help.
Usually they love to chat about old cars as they remember them.

ENGINE BAY DETAILING
Now there's no more dust and dirty water flying around, you can return to the
engine bay and the restoration of individual components. Some tips here--those
brown gasoline stains which are typically found on carburetors can be removed, not
with gasoline but with methylated spirit. Work away with a small paintbrush and
you'll see that lovely matt gray aluminum finish come back with the float chamber
looking like new. Meths is also excellent for shifting dirt and stains on plastic, like
those windscreen washer bottles and brake reservoirs which are otherwise very
difficult to get looking good. I tried it and it works!
If your SU carbs have polished dashpots, these can be tackled with Solvol
Autosol-it's been around for years but Peter reckons it's the best. Some other
cleaners give a sort of white finish. Be careful about using a power tool on SUs
though, as Peter has found that possibly because of the heat generated, the pistons
tend to stick after the dashpots have been buffed up in this way. All you need to do
however if this happens is tovery lightly T-cut the inside of the dashpot, clean it out
well and polish, which is enough to get the piston sliding smoothly again. Autosol
is good for all polished aluminum components, though mirror finishes in items
which didn't leave the factory that way are frowned on by knowledgeable judges.
While Peter has never found it necessary to remove an engine to get a concours
finish in an engine bay, he finds it does pay to remove some individual components.
This is important when it comes to nuts and bolts-unless they were installed that
way, these shouldn't be painted over and ideally are replaced with new, including
their washers. Alternatively they can be removed, de-rusted, strung on a long piece
of wire, undercoated then top coated with something like Ford Silver Fox. This gives
a finish very much like cadmium plating. Then carefully replace them, (always use
aring wrench) before the paint gets too hard and brittle, touching up any marks with
a brush afterwards. Air cleaners, brackets and other demountable objects should
be taken off too and refinished in their correct colors.
Most cars have quite a few rubber components under the bonnet, particularly
radiator and heater hoses. If they show any signs of age they should be renewed, but
merely shabby ones can be transformed. Take them off where possible, wash them
well, check them for internal cracks(which is where hoses often begin to deteriorate
first) and finally apply shoe polish-black! Yes, good old Cherry Blossom or whatever
make takes your fancy, is superb for rubber parts bringing them up like new, and
they'll only need a wipe over with a duster for months afterwards.
At this stage also check the condition of your hose clips, it's not expensive to
fit new ones and they'll add a lot to your engine bay. Check you get the right type
though, probably your car was fitted with genuine "Jubilee" clips and bear in mind
that older cars would have the rounded type screw not the later hexagonal ones.

,

CHROMIUM PLATE
Plated areas are best tackled before polishing the bodywork. First wash them off
with soapy water to remove all grit, and dry them well. If possible take off overriders
and bumper bolts as this will allow you to clean where they mount on the bumper
blade. Obviously if plating has rusted to the extent that the plate is lifting or pinholes
are visible, then replacement or replating is needed. Otherwise light traces of rust
can be removed with Solvol Autosol.
Don't forget the reverse side of the bumpers; these must be cleaned, de-rusted
and then refinished with silver paint as they were when new. You might have to
remove the bumper assemblies for this job, especially if you can't avoid overspraying the bumper irons (which are usually black) while doing the job in situ.
Remember that on reassembly major specialists can supply the thin correct black
bumper beading often used where theoverriders mount on the bumper bars, and the
new beading makes a nice finishing touch. A good tip from Peter is also to wax the
area where the bumper bolts go back; this stops the surface rust which often
develops at this point. Finish off by waxing all the chrome after the bodywork has
been polished.
Stainless steel and anodized aluminum is best tackled using meths or a similar
solvent. Do not use anything abrasive like a chrome cleaner. There are special
cleaners made just for stainless steel.
PAINTWORK
Very carefully wash and dry the car from top to bottom, and carefully touch in
all scratches and nicks. Usually it's a good idea to 'cut' back the paintwork to remove
any oxidized paint or old polish. Pay careful attention to gutters on GTs and the
channels each side of the boot and bonnet apertures which are often forgotten by
owners but which must shine as brightly as the roof in concours events. Go right up
to all the bodywork fixtures like door handles and badges s o as not to leave a dirty
'rim' round them. If nameplates and badges can be popped off without fear of
breaking them, then this will help a lot and saves a lot of time cleaning around
individual badges or letters. Peter uses a stick wrapped around with cloth to tackle
difficult areas such as these and Q-tips can also be a help to work the polish close.
Now you can go on to the normal polishing stage. Tackle a couple of square feet
of paintwork at a time, and follow the contour of the body instead of using a circular
motion. That way any minute scratches left by a tiny piece of grit in the cloth will be
much less visible to the eye. Peter prefers the old fashioned 'block'waxes to the more
easily applied liquid types, but there is little ultimate difference in appearance
afterwards. Peter has used Maguire's, Raindance and Lacroe, plus Simoniz to
produce good results. Use damp mutton cloth, never work in direct sunlight, and
remember that elbow grease, and working carefully is ultimately more important
than the type of polish you use!
INTERIOR
This is a very big subject all on its own and difficult to cover as just part of an
article in the "Driver" we'll have to return to it in depth sometime in the future.
However, the work revolves around getting everything squeaky clean, and shining
where necessary. Remove the carpets from the car for cleaning outside and vacuum
continued on page 53
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A QUESTION OF JUDGEMENT

SUGGESTED CONCOURS JUDGING PARAMETERS FOR
THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
Dennis Trowbridge, NAMGBR Concours Coordinator
Condition points in each section are awarded on a one to ten scale with 10 being
perfect. Originality and technical points are based on an "all or nothing" p r e m i s e
either it's original or it isn't, either it works or it doesn't.
No difference is made between factory original and restored.
Normal safety equipment (seat belts, fire extinguishers, etc.) should be regarded as invisible!
So with 10 PERFECT and 1 the LOWEST SCORE deduct the following amounts ...

EXTERIOR PAINT
Faded ................................................................. 2 points
Chips .................................................................. 1 or 2 points
Bubbles ............................................................. 3 or 4 points
Run(s) ............................................................... 1 point
Poor Finish ........................................................ 2 or 3 points
CHROME
Missing Parts .................................................... 2 points
Dents .................................................................. 1 points each
Pitted ................................................................. 2 points
FOR RUBBER BUMPERS
Faded ................................................................. 3 points
Rips .................................................................... 2 or 3 points
Holes .................................................................. 3 points
BADGES
Missing .............................................................. 2 points each
Broken/Bent ...................................................... 2 points each
Bad paint on emblems ..................................... 2 or 3 points each
SHEET METAL
Visible Rust .......................................... ............ 2 points each spot
Holes .................................................................. 3 or 4 points
Dents(Minor) .................................................... 1 point
Dents(Major) .................................................... 2 points
Visible Bondo ................................................... 3 points each
Missing Seams .................................................. 2 points each
TOP
Faded ................................................................. 3 points
Rips .................................................................... 2 points each
Clouded Windows ............................................ 1 or 2 points each
CLASS
Cracked windscreen ........................................ 5 points
Clouded ............................................................. 2 points
Scratches .......................................................... 2 or 3 points
Chips .................................................................. 1 or 2 points
Broken vent or side windows ......................... 5 points

SEATS, FASCIA, DOOR AND SIDE PANELS
Rips .................................................................... 2 or 3 points each
Missing .............................................................. 5 points
Faded ................................................................. 3 or 4 points
Dirty .............................. .:................................. 3 or 4 points
CARPETSIMATS
Holes .................................................................. 5 points
Worn .................................................................. 3 or 4 points
Dirty .................................................................. 3 or 4 points
GAUGES
Cracked Glass ................................................... 3 points each
Clouded/Misty .................................................. 2 points each
Dirty Chrome Bezel ........................................ 2 points each
Missing .............................................................. 5 points
SHIFT KNOBIBOOT
Dirty ................................................................... 2 or 3 points
Cracks ................................................................ 3 points
Missing .............................................................. 5 points
STEERING WHEEL (Covers O.K.)
Cracked ............................................................. 5 points
Dirty .................................................................. 4 or 5 points
INTERIOR BADGES
Missing .............................................................. 5 points each
Cracked/Bent .................................................... 5 points each
SUN VISORS
If missing(where fitted) ................................... 1 point
If one missing .................................................... 2 points
Faded ................................................................. 2 points
Collapsed .......................................................... 5 points
Dirty ................................................................... 3 points
BOOTITRUNK
Missing parts (JackJTools etc.) ......................1 for each part
Rate each movable part on condition ........... 1 to 10 points
Overall Condition of Boot ............................... 1 to 10 points
(sheet metal &carpet of boot itself)
WHEELS
Faded or cracked paint ................................... 2 points each wheel
Visible Brake Dust ............................................ 2 points each wheel
Rust .................................................................... 3 points each wheel
TYRES
Worn Tread ....................................................... 4 points each
Cracks ................................................................ 2 points each
Dirty ................................................................... 2 or 3 points each

continued on page 20
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Proposed NAMCBR Concours Rules - continued horn page 19

LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER

FRONTIREAR SUSPENSION
Grade down for dirtylrusty
Condition .......................................................... 1 to 3 points
Worn bushings ................................................. 2 points
Heavy visible grease ........................................ 2 points
Rusty Exhaust ................................................... 3 points
Patched Exhaust .............................................. 5 points
ENGINE BAY
RADIATOR
Crushed Fins ..................................................... 3 points
Leaks .................................................................. 3 points
Faded Paint ....................................................... 2 points
Bugs ................................................................... 1 point
MOTOR
Oil Leaks ............................................................ 1 point each
Missing Paint .................................................... 3 points
Dirty ................................................................... 4 or 5 points
WIRING
Dirty Loom ........................................................ 2 or 3 points
Split Tape ......................................................... 2 points each
Loose wires ....................................................... 2 points each
CARBS
Dirty ................................................................... 3 or 4 points each
Missing Hoses .................................................. 2 points each
Dents or Scratches ........................................... 2 or 3 points each
OIL COOLER
Leaks .................................................................. 5 points
Bad paint ........................................................... 4 or 5 points
Rusted Fittings ................................................. 2 points
HOSES
Cracked ............................................................. 2 points each
Swollen .............................................................. 4 points
Dirty ................................................................... 1 or 2 points each
ENGINE BAY PAINT
Not matched with exterior body ................... 5 points
Missing/Scratched ........................................... 3 or 4 points
Rusty .................................................................. 3 or 4 points
BADGESIDECALS ETC.
Faded ................................................................ 3 or 4 points each
Missing .............................................................. 4 points each
Dirty .................................................................. 2 or 3 points each

Grateful Thanks
Dear Register,
I would like, through the columns of the "Driver", to thank Chick Knorr of
Knorr's Foreign Car Service in Pennsylvania, for his letter and photos addressing my
concerns on MGB body rebuilding. Also a big thank you to Bob Mason for his note
on MGB bodies in a recent "MCBDriver". Both of you have been a great help and I
am very appreciative as are my MGBs!
Laurie Regan
Waterbury, CT

Taken as a general overview,between one and ten, where would you rate this car
for overall condition and cleanliness?

The Hills are Alive!
Dear Register,
Just a few thoughts as an avid MG enthusiast and a dedicated show car owner
after reading ' I s Old as the Hillswinthe MarchIApril "MGBDriver". I own four MGBs,
three are complete show quality vehicles that have been shown at national level and
the other is undergoing a complete, ground up,'don't let any bolt go unturned'
restoration! I am not a professional restorer, although I have sometimes been
accused of being so. I am, in all honesty, a serious hobbyist who has found rebuilding
MGs avery rewarding way to relax. Thus I have participated in car shows for twenty
years and have won many awards.
My pride has also been shattered when my car failed to receive any honors and
one thing that never changes are the gripes by the owners of cars that do NOT win
awards because their car was not up to standards. Many of these owners do not put
either the time or the money into their 'showpiece' to compete with the serious car
show registrants. Car shows at the national level are like the Major Leagues-to get
there takes hard work, to stay there takes even more hard work!
In my view, the question "what is a concours MGB" is an impossible one to
answer for the simple reason that cars that left Abingdon were never exactly the
same! A couple of cases in point-LE steering wheels on standard 1979 MGBs, grey
wrapped wiring harnesses instead of the blue plastic wrap, and s o on. Anyone who
has studied MG history or read the "Drioer" on a regular basis knows that the cars
were virtually hand made and whatever part was next in line and available was
usually installed.Over the years of looking at MGBs at car shows, I can remember
seeing only a few pure 'concours' MGBs. Although some cars are close enough to be
considered factory pure, in fact they are not!
Allow me to give you a few of my observations:
A: Just because a car has few miles on the clock does not mean that it is
necessarily correct, and thus the better car. The odometer should never be used as
a judging tool.
B: It really does not matter who did the work on the car! Whether amateur,
hobbyist, or professional, the show field is the great equalizer. Once the car is in the
competition line up it should not matter who owns it, or who prepped it. All cars are
equal at this point and should have points deducted by the judge for sub-standard
qualities.
C: A car show is just that-a car show! A competition of vehicle beauty,
cleanliness and engineering. A static display of pride and effort. So it should not
matter how the car got to the show. Whether driven or trailered to the show field.
a car show is NOT aWdrivingevent.
continued on page 22
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Letters to the Register - continued from page 22
D: Finding judges can be next to impossible, especially to look at hundreds of
cars in a short afternoon. (Tell me about it.-ED.9 Why not then take the winners of
the popular vote show and judge them the following day using two judges with the
same judging sheet and take an average score? This is the method used by the
International Car Show Association (ISCA).
MGs were built for people who wanted something different, and MG enthusiasm
is tremendous because people enjoy making their 'toy' an extension of their
personality. The term "concours" is therefore somewhat frightening to most people,
as everything is based on the pride of ownership of the car.
Octagonally Yours,
Jim Pelleterie
Lancaster, NY

(Editor's Note-Jim makes some valid points and it will be interesting to have his
reaction to the suggested MCB show marking system outlined elsewhere in this issue.
Also the Register wishes to offersincere congratulations to Jim and Ceorgette on their
new baby daughter-way to go guys!)

Register Video Raises Questions!
Dear Register,
Thanks for the loan of the video, "TheMCB Experience".Due to its length we
retained it longer than I planned to, I hope we caused no scheduling problems!
If possible we would like to borrow again the NAMGBRVFL2-"Battle of the 'Bs".
This film has raised some questions and a little concern due to an unexpected track
event near the end of the video. An MGB veered hard left in the middle of a long
straight and endured several flips and rolls. We would like to couple this scene with
a review of the importance of regular front suspension inspection and maintenance.
I would also like any referrals to the people who reviewed the vehicle's condition
after the accident.
Thanks again for the loan of thevideos, and wealways express our appreciation
of this Register service at our meetings.
Best Regards,
Jake Snyder, Chicagoland MGB Club
Lake Bluff, IL
(Editor's Note-Later in the year we will again be giving details on what MCB
videos the North American MCB Register has available for loan to affiliatedchapters
and clubs. This is a FREE service to the membership--watch this space!)

UM-MC-CT Mk.l.!!
(We received this as we went to press, hope we're not too late!!)
Dear Register,
It seems that the thrust of MG ownership seems to be diverging towards the
(little driven!) show car and towards the race car. The best reason for MG ownership, namely that it is a fun, reliable, durable and enjoyable little beast, is being
emphasized less and less. The contents of a recent issue of the "MCB Driver"
supports this opinion.

During a discussion with John Twist regarding this fact, the idea of an endurance run leading up to the U.M. Summer Picnic was born. This will be the first
University Motors MG Grand Tour Endurance Trial and will commence Thursday,
August 19th at University Motors, and will consist of covering about 800 miles over
the next 20 hours or so circumnavigating Lake Michigan.
The object of the tour is to complete the route in the least time and speed limits
MUST beobeyed. Thecompetition is based on thecar's reliabilityand thecompetitor's
ability to formulate the fastest route--NOT road speed. Therefore there will be no
handicapping.
Interested parties should contact University Motors for further details or
myself on (41 9)2944605.
Safety Fast,
Phil and Dallas Smith

A 1974 McB V8, a
1978 MCB and a
1977 Midget
touring in
Germany.

A unique spare
wheel canier on a
1974 Midget.

MGB TECHNICAL TIPS
OVERDRIVE SERVICING
For those of you with LH type overdrive fitted cars, when next changing your
gearbox oil, drain the overdrive unit and clean the filter magnets on the inside of the
rectangular sump cover. Check the fine wire mesh filter for damage. Fit a new gasket
to the cover before replacing. Unscrew the square cover and withdraw the solenoid
and check that the "0" rings are in good condition. Check the wiring for corrosion
especially the connections.
MGB Register MG Car Club
MG1100/1300 CHOKE
Did you know the choke cable on these cars is the same as the MGB? This as well
as the design which incorporates a locking facility which is different to all the
universal replacements. Use of the 'B item avoids the need to alter the standard fit
veneer dashboard.
Malcolm Lawrence, MCCC
FOR MGB GT OWNERS
Any time the BGT owner needs to get something intolout of the spare tire well,
the hinged cover usually leads to a sore head or trapped fingers as he struggles to
keep it open! However, there is an easier way!
Locate a 1968or earlier MGB at your friendly 'breakers' yard and liberate either
(or both) the bonnet and/or boot lid support rods. Then remove the bracket(s) and
the metal or rubber retaining clip.
Install the support rod hinge bracket, commensurate with the length of the rod
near the rear side of the cover panel. Then secure the retaining clip near the hinged
end of the cover panel. Raise the cover panel to the desired position and drill a
locating hole, for the end of the support rod in the boxed side member at the desired
location. Now you have a permanent support rod that will not rattle and will easily
support the cover panel.
R.M.
BEATING ABOUT THE BUSHING!
The porous bronze bushings that are used on the throw-out bearing fork, pilot
(spigot) bush, brake and clutch pedal pivots, generator rear bush etc. need a good
soaking in oil for at least 24 hours before they are installed. Once installed there is
NO way to lubricate these bushes (except for the generator) so forewarned is
forearmed.
R.M.
OIL FILTERS FOR MGB and MIDGET 1275
BRAND

MGB 1800

MIDGET 1275

CASE
FRAM
HASTINGS
MOTORCW
NAPA
PUROLATOR
WIX

PF19, PF2, X14
PH8A
134
FLlA
1515,1771
PER 1A
51515

X2 1
pH3614

24

FLAOOA, FL400, FL13A
1364,1516
PER 195
51516

YOU CAN DO IT IN AN MC!

But what exactly is it that you CAN do in an MC?
asks L.J.K. Setright
HE: Do what?
SHE: It doesn't say.
HE: What does it say then?
SHE: Not much; nothing specific anyway just "You can do it in an MG.".
HE: Sounds as if what they meant was...
SHE: I know; but it doesn't make sense. You can do THAT in all sorts of cars so it
can't be a unique selling proposition. Anyway, people surely manage to do THAT
freely enough nowadays not to need a car for it? I can't see MG selling many on the
strength of a facility that must be more easily enjoyed in any scruffy little tin box of
a family sedan you care to name.
HE: Oh, I don't know-there are always kinky folk who are only happy when they do
things the hard way. But I think I agree with you: there can't be enough people like
that to constitute a worthwhile market.
SHE: So what can you do in an MG? Write a novel?
HE: War and Peace in an MG! Can you imagine the advertising director's face?
SHE: Poetry, then.
HE: The Rape of the Lock. Wilmot Breedon would sue them before they could say
which key was for the ignition. No, I'm sure they must have meant something more
active--not necessarily sporting, but vigorous.
SHE: If not amazing, perhaps they do mean something more sporting:you can do
more miles per hour round your favorite corner in your MG.
HE: Not now, up to 1974 perhaps, have you noticed how much higher off the
ground the post 74 MGBs are? That's so when you hit a standard American bumper,
the shock will be taken in a straight line through the body sills, instead of bending
them. Americans don't whiz round corners; their idea of fun is to hit something. The
law demands it, and the court then awards it.
SHE: They surely would not want to imply that?
HE: If they didn't they would have no need of the supplementary advert about
British Leyland SpecialTuningand what they can do to make your MGB a real sports
car.
SHE: Special Tuning? You mean the vibrations take on a more musical sound?
HE: If you like. Drove a Midget once that they had doctored. Sounded like a starting
grid at Silverstone, and went like stink. Did 118 mph, but it wasn't one for the
ordinary driver, and you would never see it in the High Street dealer showrooms.
SHE: Oh, I see. The ordinary production MGB is amore practical, more civilized car.
You can do it in an MG in the High Street.
HE: Do what?
SHE: The shoppingclothhead!
HE: The trouble with you is that you get lost in a miasma of dull practical details.
You don't seem to be able to take the broad philosophical view, do you? I mean this
is amatter for thespirit, for sensual delight, for the intellectual appreciation of what
lies awaiting discovery in the car's character.
SHE: You can think in an MG-I do it in the bath.
HE: Leave the top down on a wet night and you can bathe in an MG, and since you
have no soul, cleanliness is your only way to godliness.

'

SHE: An open two seater, with nature's pure fresh air reoxygenating you, the breeze
teasing your hair and filling your lungs-every journey a ceremony of purification,
ridding your tired body of acouch potato's fusty confines, clearing your cobwebbed
mind of it's world weary dullness, breathing anew.
HE: Sounds like "Wind in the Willows''.We agreed, no novels, remember?
SHE: You are the one with no soul: can't you conceive the romance of traveling in
direct contact with the elements, being burned clean by the sun at noon, scoured
and freshened under the stars at night?
HE: Get on a magic carpet in an MG-it beats as it sweeps as it cleans!
SHE: I'll give you just one more chance before I ram the driver's handbook down
your gullet!Just one chance to show that you are the philosopher you claim to be!
If you can do it in an MG, but you don't know what it is, how do you know when you've
done it?!!
HE: Easy-when you have paid for it, you will be on the alert to make sure you don't
miss your proper share of it. When you feel that glow of contentment, that
satisfaction that you have got what you were after, then obviously you've had it.
SHE: There!-I knew that was what they meant.
HE: Oh yes!-they are the only car company whose list of optional extras includes
"You can have it in an MG!!"
(L.J.K. Setright is an English gentleman automobile scribe of considerable stature, and
authority. He also has excellent command of the Queen's English!-Ed)

V.O.R. SERVICE
We ship daily by U.P.S.
All orders received by 3:30
are shipped the same day.
Most Special Orders
within 48 hours.
Rush order Vehicle Off Road
service available until 6:30.
Shipping G Handling. Actual UPS Fees Only

V.O.R. Charges: 3:305.m $5.00

5.m6:30 SIO.OO

We're Open on Saturdays. Too

SPORTS CAR
SERVICES
Westminster. W

8023874540

SERVICE

PARTS

Westminster, VT
802 387 4540
The difference between a good clutch job and
one that isn't is attention to detail. A clutch
assembly wears gradually beginning the fimt time
you use it, and you may not be aware of this
progressive deterioration until the day you notice it
starting to slip.
When your clutch starts dipping, other wear
is usually present as well. Stripping a clutch
assembly generally mvealr a scored flywheel, wear
in the release mechanism (auch as the fulcrum
bushing and slave cylinder push md) and also quite
possibly leaky hydraulics.
We charge $275.00 labor to overhaul a clutch
here at Sports Car Services. In addition to fitting a
new B o r g b B e c k clutch (5185.00 for MGA.
$148.50 for MGB). we rectify the problems we
just discussed and w m e other related ones as well.
If the transmission input seal isn't leaking
now, it will be later, so we-replace it. On an MGB
we also replace the engine rear main seal. Spongy
motor mounts or an oversized pilot bushing won't
enhance the action of a new clutch. so if it needs
them, we replace'em and the radiator hoses too.
Want to know more about our services? Give
us a call and we'll talk about MG's.

Same Day U.P.S. untll 3:30
SERVICE PARTS
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FROM THE MIDGET REGISTRAR

"THE SOURCE"
For All Your MG Needs

Bruce Wyckoff

When we left off with our Midget story, the GAN2 Midget was about to be
introduced. The letters GAN refer to the first three letters in the Midget's chassis
number. "G" = MG, "A" = A-series engine, and "N" body type (opeN or closeD.) These
were used to break the Midget into 6 different classes. During this time a new term
was also being coined in the Abingdon factoryand that term is still used to this day"Spridget"!
1962 was a new age in sports cars; 'family cars' were getting more sporty with
better handling and performance. To go out and buy a 'sports car', with limited
seating, luggage capacity and comforts seemed silly. This was taken into account
when MG introduced the Midget GAN2 at the London Motor Show in October and
new comforts had to be added to make the Midget more attractive.
Standard-Triumph also introduced a new car at the same show, the Triumph
Spitfire. This was the first car introduced by Triumph following their take over by
Leyland. The Midget had to be upgraded, s o a bigger engine (1098cc) was added.
This new engine delivered 55BHP @ 5500RPM which was lOHP better than the
previous Midget. From a standing start this Midget achieved 80 MPH in 36.9 seconds,
with a top speed of 90 MPH. The Midget and the Spitfire had similar engine sizes and
the spitfire was claimed to be better because of its independent rear suspension
with a single transverse leaf spring. In reality this design caused roll oversteer and
didn't give the same solid feel the Midget did.
The biggest drawback to the 1098cc engine was that it had a tendency to
overheat, and had a weak bottom end if the engine was driven hard. With a
compression ratio of 8.9:l the 1098cc motor (IOCG engine numbers) was similar to
the earlier 9.0:l ratio. The gas mileage was also comparable to its predecessor with
35 MPG compared to 34 MPG the year before.
The other major upgrade in the GAN2 Midget was the replacement of the 7" front
drum brakes with Lockheed hydraulic 8" disc brakes. These new brakes were more
sensitive and fade resistant than the drum brakes and could stop the speeding
Midget from 30 MPH in 29 feet-a 3 to 4 foot improvement over last year's Midget.
The GAN2 Midget also acquired a bigger clutch and an electric tach with amber and
red warning zones. The gearbox was also improved leading to added noise reduction.
1962 was also noteworthy due to the introduction of wire wheels to the Midget.
Seatbelts, windshield washers, tonneau covers, carpeted floors, heater, rear seat
cushion and factory hard top were just some of the other options offered that year.
Midget sales figures suffered the first few vears
due toits 'twin', the Spitfire. The GAN2 ~ i d ~sold
e r
for $1,939.00,the Austin-Healey Sprite sold for
$200 less, and was basically thesame
automobile. During its production 9,601 of the GAN2 Midgets
were produced, and the biggest year was 1963when 9,108
were manufactured. However
production ended in March of
1964 with the introduction of
the Mk I1 Midget.
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M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613

Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebulld~ngand restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.

INVESTMENT IN A LEGEND
Aulhonzed Moss D~stnbutor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE

HAVE A GREAT MCB SUMMER!

EXPERIENCES OF AN A M A T E U R M E C H A N I C
Preston Douglas
I promised to tell you a few episodes ago how New York's new wiper law led to
the near-destruction of my GT. First, you should know that I am partial t o rubber
bumpers (a sign of insanity, I know). Anyway I digress, and I think I keep digressing
because this story is somewhat embarrassing!
My MGB GT is arusty, but serviceable 1974'/2with those big, black bumpers. To
the best of my knowledge no MG has ever been equipped with a warning buzzer for
lights left on after the ignition has been turned off.By way of contrast, my wife's very
American car has this calm voice that tells her to, "please turn off the lights"!
One rainy day I took the GT to the train station and left it there to wait faithfully
for my return from the commute to work. The advantage t o a very rusty car here in
New York is that it is nearly immune to theft, nobody wants it but me! The wiper law
in New York requires lights whenever t h e wipers are on. So, I had the wipers and
lights on that morning ...no buzzerwarning remember, and when the train came, I ran
t o catch it without a thought for the lights on the MGB.
Ten hours later, the rusty MG was faithfully waiting, light switch still on and of
course a s dead as a dodo. Oh well ...a quick jump start is all I'd need. Here comes
trouble! Both of my late model MGBs have a RED wire running from the negative
battery terminal to the frame. I know this. But I also know that everywhere in the
world (except in the wonderful world of Lucas) Red means positive. So for just this
one time I forgot about that red negative wire. It was night, and I was tired. I'd had
a long, long day at work and I bet everyone knows NOT to work on their car when
they are tired especially in the dark. So I know too ...wanna know what happened?
First, I blew out the diodes and coils in the alternator. Scratch one alternator.
Then I burned out the heavy wires from the battery t o the engine compartment. This
was serious because the MGB is too rusty t o safely jack it up. Now I needed the local
mechanic's shop to get at theunderneath wiring. Ugh! Serious money goingto waste,
also considering the gas tank in that car is s o bad it overflows on the tarmac with
each fill-up, I could easily have been blown up!
So what did I learn? First, night time is not the best time for any repairs, even
the simplest. Second that damn wire on the negative battery post is RED despite all
normal convention. Don't depend on wire color to determine polarity in an MG! The
negative post is marked on the battery. Clean offthe top enough to read the polarity
markings before connecting up. Remember some of the older cars are positive
ground, and some of those older cars have been reworked for negative ground! You
just have to look at the battery markings. Incidentally, some of my professional
mechanic friends sheepishly admit that over a long career they have also tried a
backwards jump, always with disastrous results-at least I'm an amateur!
I feel that electrical fire is always a danger in the MG because the Abingdon
people didn't seem to have a good understanding of how fuses should b e used.
Imagine a device a s complex as a car protected by only two fuses (early MGBs for
example) and even the six fuse system (four in the box and two in line) in the late
,MGB is woefully inadequate. Lots of the wiring is not protected properly, the classic
example being the overdrive line in non-overdrive cars.
In my '78 Roadster the clown (former owner!) who installed the pull-out radio
continued the tradition of foolish fusing. He put the in-line fuse for the radio near the
radio box, instead of near the ignition cluster-the source of the radio juice. This left
several feet of radio wire unprotected against shorts. Guess how Murphy struck!
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My older son and I were returning home from the annual concours, a first place
trophy in hand. Suddenly smoke started t o pour out from the middle of the
dashboard! (How's that for irony?) Rapid removal of the radio from the slide-in box
showed the offending wire. The hot line t o the radio had gotten between the radio
and the slidein housing. Each time the radio was removed and replaced the
insulation was damaged a bit more. Now we had a short on the unfused side of the
run from the ignition hot line. Luckily the damage was minor, but rewiring the radio
line and repairing other nearby wires which had lost some of their insulation t o the
heat took several days of work. Remember a fuse will NOT protect against shorts
in the wire between the battery and the fuse. A battery disconnect switch at the
battery is avery useful safety device. It will encourage you to disconnect the battery
before you mess with any wiring. Finally you really must disconnect the battery
before commencing any electrical work on the MGB.

AN EXHAUSTING SUBJECT

Dennis Trowbridge, British Motors Inc., Chicago

The exhaust system has three main functions; noise reduction, exhaust gas
removal and pollution control. The most obvious functions are noise control and
exhaust gas removal. An MGB with no exhaust system is NOT a pleasant car to drive,
the sound and the fumes will be more than most people can take. Therefore the
whole system should be examined on a regular basis.
For the exhaust system to work properly it must becompleteand intact. Broken
or rusted out pipes and mufflers will allow both noise and gases to escape. Besides
rust, broken or missing hangers will lead to broken pipes. All hangers were fitted for
a reason, s o they must be kept up to scratch.
1975-1980 MGBs with the combined manifold are very prone to cracking and
this is usually caused by missing hangers that overstress the manifold when the
engine twists under power (torque stress) or by impact damage. The strap that goes
from the gearbox to the exhaust pipe is very important. A missing or broken center
hanger puts all the stress on the ends of the exhaust pipes, and this will also
eventually cause breakage.
The bolts that attach the head pipe to the manifold can also work loose and this
will burn out the gaskets and cause a loud leak. Also this leak can sometimes cause
the exhaust valves to overheat and burn out. ($$$$$$ down the drain!)
If the '75280 manifold cracks, the air cleaner will suck the exhaust right back
through the air cleaner. This will soot up the filter right away and cause very poor
running.
Since all MGBs sit low to the ground, care must be taken to ensure that the
exhaust is correctly fitted. Speed bumps are bad enough without losing the exhaust
on one! Muffler clamps must be installed with the bolts pointing sideways and NOT
down to the ground.
As we mentioned earlier, another function of the exhaust is pollution control.
Many states now restrict the changes (if any) that can be made to the exhaust system
and it is wise to check local state laws before any changes are made. Headers,
aftermarket catalytic converters and oversize pipes may be illegal.
The catalytic converter causes the most problems on later MGs, a ZenithStromberg carburetor that doesn't run correctly can send super rich mixture to the
exhaust and this will cause the c o ~ v e r t eto
r get red hot. These glowing converters
not only cause fires, they also dry out the side gaskets, causing oil leaks. This
overheating also ruins the ceramic matrix in the converter. A bad gulp valve or
failing electronic ignition causing 'backfires' can blow apart the insides of the
converter and a plugged converter will choke the MGB and make it impossible to
drive. Converters are VERY expensive, s o pay attention to proper maintenance to
avoid having to replace yours.
You should think of the exhaust as a system and pay regular attention to the
whole system. Problems with the exhaust can hurt your engine and more importantly, carbon monoxide WILL KILL YOU!

&

OUT OF THE SHADOWS

LUCAS makes light of its past by working to ensure
it has a bright future-J.P.Vettraino, Autoweek
A long time ago in a foggy mystical place there ran lots of little roadsters called
MGs, roadsters that the cognoscenti loved and hated. Loved because there was no
purer driving pleasure to be found. Hated because if the fog grew too thick, or the
rain puddles too numerous, these little cars might stall, or not start at all. Also if the
wipers worked the lights might not.
Rover is trying to recapture the pleasant part of that memory with the MG
revival in the form of the RV8. But what about the proverbial "Prince of Darknessn?
Lucas, the British supplierwhosename is inextricably linked with some of the worst
horror stories associated with British sports cars. While Rover is trying to move
forward by drawing on the past, Lucas Industries is aimed squarely at the future. The
company has trimmed here, invested there and undertaken a major retooling for
the 21st century. It's not the same Lucas anymore!
In the last 20 years Lucas has quietly expanded its manufacturing base to more
than 19 countries and its parts are built under license in 23 more. It makes flight
control systems for airliners, and more brake parts than anyone else in the world.
Nearly a thirdof the cars assembled today come with Lucas parts! As a supplier it has
grown larger than most car builders in Britain's struggling auto industry, and it's
done so by looking ahead.
How far ahead? Recently at a Lucas Industries aerospace facility near Birmingham, England, engineers took engine controls from a Rover V8 and put them on a
Rolls-Royce jet engin-the
same kind that holds 747s up. Guess what? The
automotive electronics worked just fine, even in a demanding aerospace environment. What started as a diverting experiment ended as a successful cost-reducing
exercise. Lucas Aerospace was able to trim the price of its typical engine control
system 40% and still meet the stringent fail-safe requirements of aviation applications.
The point is not simply that automotive electronics are more sophisticated
than even a lot of engineers thought. Lucas' expanding aerospace operations have
helped improve its overall competitiveness and efficiency. There are increasingly
common objectives and automotive and aerospace applications--a development
synergy if you will. Cars and aircraft often rely on a similar schematic of control unit,
sensors and some form of motivation, be it fluid, air or electric motor. The
electronics, materials and actuators are more similar than dissimilar.
The Lucas experiment demonstrates what the auto industry brings to the table.
While safety and reliability are important, car builders must make things cheaply
and in volume. Cost is often the first priority and as the aerospace industrjr gets
increasingly competitive, as defense budgets get smaller, cost trimming will give
suppliers an edge. On theother hand, aerospace has traditionally been able to afford
value-added in advanced engineering. Cost, particularly in weapons systems had
taken a back seat to function, security and reliability. Advanced electronics developed for aerospace have helped Lucas bury its poor reputation in auto electrics and
come up with some new systems that will give the company a competitive edge in
the future.
continued on page 36
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Out of the Shadows - continued from page 35

TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason

It's no secret that automobiles will have fewer mechanical systems in the years
ahead. Electronic throttles are already in use on cars such as the BMW 850i. So is
electrically boosted steering in the Acura NSX and Lucas and other suppliers are
ready to make it the standard if the market warrants. Brakes have evolved from
purely mechanical, to hydraulic to an increasing degree of electronic/electrical
implementation. Drive-by-wire or even Drive-by-light (fiber optics) is no outrageous
concept. Lucas is testing a light managed flight control system, and designers at the
Lucas advanced engineering center say applications to car would be a fairly simple
process.
The trend towards systems integration in cars is old hat in jet fighters. As
technologies like "smart roads" and accident avoidance emerge, that will rely on
microwave, infrared and visual sensors already used in weapons systems.
Lucas has developed "autonomous cruise control" that will be introduced in
British luxury sedans once the marketing-types work out the details, and the
philosophical ramifications. Once set, the system adjusts speed to maintain a
minimum distance from the vehicles ahead. Lucas is also the key supplier in
Europe's Prometheus smart roads project, and 'mules' equipped with accidentavoidance systems are already being tested.
At a more basic level, automakers will rely heavily on advanced electronics just
to meet environmental and safety regulations. Again, Lucas believes it is positioned
as well or better than any of the world's major automotive suppliers. It recently
introduced the first fully electronic diesel management system for cars and light
trucks, and claims that in specific emissions, diesels are now cleaner than gas
engines!
As a throwback to another time, Rover's MG RV8 may be just the car to get
Britain's auto industry turned around, but whatever happens with its traditional
customers Lucas has its lights on!

The huge Lucas Aviation complex in California.
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Hi there and thanks for all your correspondence and phone calls which are
coming in from near and far afield. In the last two days I've even had 2 phone calls
One of these
from different parts of Alaska! (We have members everywhere!-Ed)
calls concerned the right angle gearbox on the transmission for the speedometer
drive. It's an expensive item to replace, if they can be found, but it is a problem easily
solved.
Since only the standard box used this item, simply acquire a cable for an
overdrive unit and use this in lieu of the shorter regular cable and angle drive. The
longer cable comes straight out of the transmission and makes a nice loop, s o all
that's required maybe, is a "wire tie" to hold the cable up near the bottom of the car
by the transmission.
This longer cable was used on all MGBs with overdrive up until the time of those
models equipped with that 'Service Interval Counter' which used two cables (19751976 or so.) This earlier longer cable can also be used to bypass those two cables
and counter. The 1977 and later MGBs can take the same 'solver' but these cables
have a different speedo end as compared to the 1962-1975 models.
Now to our first letter:
Dear Bob,
I have now managed to get the MGB I purchased last October out of the barn (we
had alot of snow up here!) The car had an underhood fireand everything had melted,
but I managed to replace most of the parts and put in a new wiring harness before
the snows came!
Now I have returned to the job and have a few questions to follow up. I do hope
you are able to help me.
1. On top of the clutch master cylinder boxthere is bolted a switch. I don't know
what it's called but where can I get one? I believe it has two vacuum leads to it and
the numbers on the sides are AAU 4765-317762.
2. I think I have replaced all the leads on the fuse box but one, however it does
not agree with the wiring diagram in my Haynes manual.
3. 1 then have nearer the bulkhead on the same side a s the fusebox, four brown
leads, 2 with black bands around them plus a brown/purple. I am obviously a relay/
switch short!
4. Coming from the top of the gearbox, I believe the two leads are for a reversing
light, and I have two others (not on my new wiring harness) they are whitelbrown,
greenlbrown and green/yellow. They come up between the bulkhead and the rear
of the engine.
All these wires were melted in the fire, so it's been quite difficult tracing their
coloring. Again I hope you can help.
Yours sincerely,
Don Ellis
Preston, MN
Dear Don,
Thanks for your letter in regard to the electrical problems with your '79 MGB.
The switch you refer to on the master cylinder box is called the Transmission
continued on page 38
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Technical Coordinator - continued from page 3 7
Control Spark Advance and when connected properly, allows the vacuum advance
(retard) to workonly when you are in4th gear. (TCSA was also covered, with diagram,
by Norman Nock in Vol I1 #5of the "MGB Driver9'.-Ed) By now, most of these units
have been broken or disconnected and the vacuum line routed to the unit itself.
Moss Motors shows this item in their MGB parts catalog(item #59, page 14) part
number 145-740 described as Valve Vacuum Advance. The electrical wires to this
unit are always hot, s o if your unit stays disconnected, ensure that the terminal is
well insulated.
The fuse box wires should be: at the front: Top RIG, 2nd Blank3rd 3 W/N and
Bottom N. At the rear: Top 2R, 2nd 2R, 3rd 2G and Bottom 2P.
The reverse switch wires should be G/N and G. The other wires running from
the tunnel area are most likely for the spark advance switch on the transmission and
for the overdrive if so equipped.
The wire color codes did not always agree with a particular wiring diagram, but
the wires can easily be traced from their source to their power supply by using any
wiring diagram. The best thing to do is to hook up everything that you know is
correct and whatever may NOT be working can then be traced by looking for wires
that end somewhere near their control.
It appears that you have already done most of the heavy work of repairing your
fire damage, s o anything left should be easily traced. It was good to hear from you
and the best of luck to you in your project. It should now be top down weather for
you, even all the way up there in Minnesota!
Bob

U N W A N T E D FLASHERS!
Dear Bob,
My problem car is a 1974 'B GT with overdrive and air conditioning.
This is the problem; when in neutral everything is fine, but as soon as the gear
lever is moved, even the slightest amount the left signal lights come on, and stay on
all through the gears!
I've tried tracing the problem down, but find nothing, s o I just unplug them, and
this has really got me stumped. I suppose a good auto electrician around here could
probably find it, but after how many hours?
Hoping you can help, thank you,
Jerry Romans
Arnes, IA
P.S. "MGB Driver" is the greatest!
Dear Jerry,
Thanks for your letter regarding your electrical problem and the stamped
envelope, this is always appreciated!
I did a bit of thinking, and checked the wiring diagram in several manuals, then
discussed your problem with our Chairman, John Twist.
We feel that your problem centers around the wiring hook-ups of the three
switches on the transmission. As you probably know there are two identical
appearing switches-the reverse switch, which is on the lower right side of the
transmission, and the overdrive switch, which is on the top, forward and to the left
of the shift lever. The third switch is also on the top side shift lever extension, just

to the right of center and about seven inches forward of the shift lever, and this is
probably where your problem starts.
This (third) switch is for the seat belt warning system and is engaged in any
gear, with the control being a round flat item of white plastic under the seat. This
controls the warning lamp on the center console.
Ensure that the 6 wires going to the transmission area are connected correctly
to the proper switches, and if this is so, then go to the wiring loom connectors (that
bundle of snakes!) just forward of the firewall on the right inner fender area, just to
the rear of the starter relay. The Haynes workshop manual shows the wiring diagram
and the proper wire color codes. With a 12-volttest lamp and thewiring diagram you
should have little difficulty in finding your problem.
Finally thanks for your comment about the "MGB Driver". We also think the
editor is doing a great job. I hope the above helps you to overcome your problem.
Bob

INCORRECT PARTS?
Dear Bob,
I own a 1973 MGB with dual HIF4 carbs and recently bought new pistons and
suction chambers from a well known supplier.
When I went to install the new parts I noticed that they were not the same as my
old ones! On my old ones thereis aslot in the bottom of the pistons where the needle
is. I called the parts supplier and they told me the new parts were correct and the
slotted type of piston was never used on any MGB!
I also asked about the position of the collar that holds the needle, and
understand that thecollar is to be flush with the bottom of the piston, or flush with
the bottom slot depending upon the type of piston This moves the needle down
.06ON.
If I move the needle up .060" inside the new piston, the MGB runs better! I need
to know what parts are correct for my car.
Thank you,
Farron Holey
Dear Farron,
Thanks for your letter and the stamped addressed envelope.
The HIF carburetors as originally installed on your '73 MGB had a spring loaded
main metering needle biased towards the rear (towards the engine). The mark on
the needle guide must be parallel with, and between the milled channel at the
bottom of the piston. The needle guide (collar) should be set flush with the surface
of the milled "slot" at the bottom of the piston.
The HS4 type of carburetors as installed through 1971 had fixed needles with
a flush (flat-not milled) bottom to the piston, and the HS4 type always had the float
bowl set at the side of the carburetor with the external fuel connection from the float
bowl to the jet. The HIFs fitted from 1972-1974l/2 had internal fuel connections and
all had the milled portion at the bottom of the piston. The metering needles of each
type of carburetor are not interchangeable, assuming you have the proper piston
installed in the appropriate carburetor.
continued on page 50
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RULES FOR COLLECTING MGs

Roy and Bob Wiley

This article was first written in regard to antique tractors by Roger Welch who
lives out in Nebraska. However the similarity between collecting tractors and
MGs was too good to miss s o we borrowed his rules and changed a few words!
RULE 1- Collect only one make and model of MG, nothing but early roadsters or
rubber bumpered GTs for example.When all your MGs are the same color and
shape, it's harder if not impossible for anyone (you catch my drift?) to figure out
how many MGs you actually have.
RULE 2-Never line up your MGs ever! Nothing distresses a difficult spouse more
than seeing twelve old MGs lined up, looking for all the world like a pile of
burning hundred dollar bills. Scatter the MGs around, a couple behind the
garage, one or two in the garage, another beside the garage, maybe a couple at a
friends house, s o that it is not possible for anyone (if you know who I mean) to
see more than two or three from any one perspective. Your hobby will be less
'irritating' that way.
RULE %For pretty much the same reason, don't number your MGs, give them
names. You'd be surprised how much less trouble you will have if you talk about
"Scarlet B" rather than GHN5-12345.
RULE P E a r l y in your collecting, buy an MG you don't want. Then sell it as
quickly as you can. Don't worry about making any money on the transaction, the
main thing is to buy an MG and get rid of it. Then you can say, "Yes my sweet, I
do have six MGs in the garage while our car is out in the weather. That doesn't
mean I will always have six MGs. Remember the one I got rid of? I'm thinking of
selling another one any day now, so we can put our car in the garage." If you
have a friend who collects MGs make arrangements for him to drop off an MG
now and again. That way you can say, if anyone asks, that you bought it. Then

have him haul it off again and say you sold it. With this system you establish
your reputation for moderation.
RULE >Pay for your MGs with cashier's checks, postal money orders, or cash
which leaves far less evidence than checks drawn on the family account. Once
you have gotten possession of another MG and paid for it, eat the stubs, carbon
copies or receipts immediately. Such things have a way of becoming an embarrassment later, take it from me!
RULE &Now and then buy a wreck for 'parts' even if you don't need the parts.
In fact you might consider hauling a wreck or two on the same trailer or truck,
whenever you haul home a good MG. This is called 'liability averaging'. If your
significant other says something about having enough money for yet another
MG, but not enough for a new refrigerator, point indignantly to the MGs on the
trailer-the beautiful one, solid and in running condition for which you paid
$1,500 and the rusted hulks you got for $50.00 each. Then huff, "Snookums, I got
those for little more than $500.00 each and the one in the back is easily worth
$2.000.That's a tidy profit of $400." See? Doesn't that make you sound like an
investment wizard?
RULE 7-When things get critical, consider dragging home an MG without
transmission or rear wheels. If there's a complaint you say, "MG? What MG?
That's not an MG! That's only a front end, not even close to an MG." Then a
couple of weeks later bring home a rear end minus the radiator, engine and front
wheels. "MG? What MG? That's no MG, that's only a rear end, not even close to
an MG!" Don't try this however more than once every couple of years!
RULE &Have a dealer or friend call you now and then when you're not at home,
and tell your spouse, "Bob told me to keep an eye on the MG going at the auction
on Saturday, but it sold for $5,000, and I know there's no way a financially
cautious and responsible guy like Bob would pay that much, s o I didn't even
make a bid on it for him." Not only will this make you look real good, but the next
time you buy an MG say something like, "Luvi-bear, this beauty only cost me
$1,000, which means we are $4,000 ahead of where we'd have been, if I'd have
gotten the one before. If I keep saving money like this, we'll be able to afford to
go on that Caribbean cruise next winter." If you say it fast enough, it might just
work!
RULE 9-If your mate insults your work calling it "Rustoration", laugh a lighthearted laugh, making it clear that MGs are not to you what shoes were to Imelda
Marcos.
RULE 10-If your situation worsens to the point where your mate asks, "Who do
you love more, me or your MGs?" Whatever you do, don't ask for time to think it
over!

The superb Damask Red 1974 GT of Brad Yeager.
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(Thanks to Roy and Bob Wiley for letting us have this humorous insight, however
could there be a grain of fnrth in all this?!-Ed)

THE MGB GARAGE
ENGINE PROBLEMS

PROBLEM

CAUSE

CURE

Lack of
compression

1. Faulty valve seat,
excessive wear in
stem or guide.
2. Faulty head gasket.

1. Recut and seat valve.
Fit new guide and
valve.
2. Fit new gasket or
reface head.
3. Either fit new rings
or if badly worn fit
new pistons and
rings. Have block
rebored.

3. Worn piston, rings and
bores

Piston slap

1. As #3 above

1. As #3 above.

Smoke from
exhaust,
lack of power.

1. As above.
2. Blocked crankcase
breather.

1. As above.
2. Check breathing
system.

Noisy tappet
(with correct
clearance)

1. Wear in rocker pad
face and/or rocker
sleeve and shaft.

1. Reface pad surface
replace rockers or
shaft.

Big end knock

1. Wear between rod big end
shell and crankshaft.
Wrong torque on bolts.

1. Depending on wear
fit new shells,
regrind crankshaft,
check torque.

Mains rumble

1. Wear between main
bearing shells and
crankshaft.

1. As above.

Cam follower tap

1. Camshaft worn or
follower dished.

1. Examine and replace
followers, camshaft
or both.

Knocking when
clutch depressedmovement at
crank pulley.

1. Excessive crankshaft
end float. Wear between
crank and thrust washer.

1. Fit new thrust
washers and recheck
clearance.

Clattering from
front of engine

1. Excessive or slack
timing chain-worn chain
tensioner.

1. Fit new chain and
tensioner-adjust.
chain where
necessary.
continued on page 44
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Zenith
Stromberg
Carburetter
Restoration

Anather

UML
Bench

Service

...$175
....$250
................$100

Midget wl Manual c h o k e r . .
MGB & Midget wl Auto Choke.
Auto Choke only

Cores Available but we prefer to rebuild yours
Aluminiumparts glass beaded, matingflangessurfaced,steelparts replated,
threads chased, Heat Mass calibrated, Jet resized, NEW: NeedleI
Grose Jet 1Diaphragm 10 rings, returned with tuning instructions
Send complete with entire choke 8 water jacket
Drain gasoline - wrap - pack securety - double box
Include letter wl Name, Address, Shipping Address, Home Phone, Work
Phone, SpeciallnstructionsorRequirements,MasterNisaNurnber,we'llcall
you before we retum the unit

"Simplya Higher Degree of Excellence"
614-F Eastern Avenue SE
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503-5517
Phone (616) 245-2141
Fax (616) 245-MGMG (6464)

M G B Garage - continued horn page 42
PROBLEM

CAUSE

CURE

Small end or
gudgeon pin
knock..

1. Excessive wear between
gudgeon pin and con rod.

1. Fit new bush to
con rod.

Lack of oil
pressure

1. Excessive wear in
crankshaft journals.
2. Faulty oil pump.
3. Blocked oil pick up.

1. Overhaul engine.

4. Faulty oil pressure
valve.
5. Blocked oil filter.
6. Lack of oil.

Oil Leaks

Lack of power
(Engine in good
condition.)

1. Sump gaskets or
or packings.
2. Front and rear
crankshaft oil seal.
3. Rocker or camshaft
gasket.
4. Oil filter.
1. Faulty ignition timing.
Faulty spark plugs,
points or condenser.
Wrong valve clearance.

LOVE BRITISH CARS?
magazine devoted
exclusively to all
British cars, from
classic to contemporary!

2. Fit new pump.
3. Clean pick up
strainer.
4. Fit new relief valve

5. Fit new filter.
6. Install fresh oil.
1. Fit new gaskets
2. Fit new seals.

3. Fit new gasket.
4. Check filter seal.
1. Tune engine.

Keeping ClassicsAlive.. .
Practical Classics is Britain's bestselling classic car magazine.
Every month it's packed with vital
information.
Full and part-rebuilds, restoration
techniques, parts and services, buying
guides, home rebuilds, car discoveries and hundreds of affordable classic cars
for sale!
Published on the second Friday of
every mon~h. Practical Classics is
available from your ne-gents,
or take

out a subscriptionand we'll arrange for a
year's supply to be posted to you -direct
and fresh from the printers.
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Pract~calClassics Subscriptions.
Box 500, ~eicewerrE99 OM.
card Orders

NORMAN'S NOTES

Norman Nock, British Car Specialists, Stockton CA
BLEEDING YOUR CLUTCH HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
We have received many calls from owners of British cars who have rebuilt their
clutch hydraulic systems, replaced the slave cylinder hose, or even the whole
system, and still had a very 'soft' pedal that would not release the clutch sufficiently
to allow silent engagement of first gear. Eventually they had their British car
specialist fix it. What did he do that they didn't? He correctly bled the hydraulic
system!
The reason to bleed any hydraulic system is to remove all the air bubbles from
the system. Liquids, such as brake and clutch fluid for all intents and purposes are
not compressible. However if there is air in the system, it will compress, or become
smaller, when the pedal is pressed. The pedal will feel soft, moving without moving
the piston in the slave cylinder enough to allow release of the clutch disc.
Where is the air in the system, and how do we get it out? Air in the hydraulic
system will always go to the highest point. In this case it would be stuck in the
highest point of the pipe between the master cylinder and the slave cylinder. Bleed
the hydraulic system in the usual way with a hose fitted to the bleed screw on the
slave cylinder and immersed in brake fluid in a clean container.
After you have moved about half a pint of Girling brake fluid (do not use
anything else!) through the system, release the clutch pedal. Then close the bleed
screw and use the rod on the front of the slave cylinder to push the piston back into
the cylinder. This will cause the air bubbles in the highest point of the pipe to be
pushed back into the master cylinder, and out of your hydraulic system into the
atmosphere. Wait a few seconds, you should now havea firm pedal, If not, push the
slave cylinder piston back into the body without bleeding the system again.
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BRITISH WIRE WHEEL
Dayton Dunlop
Borran~

.r4*
-b R,;

1650 Mansfield Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(408) 479-4495 - information, orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL - to request free catalogs

NEW WIRE WHEELS
Custom offsets, rlrn slzes, tubeless
Vlntage raclng appl~cat~ons
Convers~onsto wlre wheels

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION,
RECONDITIONING & TRUING

'
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MINI LlTE

MINI-LITE REPRODUCTION - 15x6"
TIRES & TUBES
Avon Dunlop Mlchel~n
BF Goodrlch etc.
Whitewalls & Redwalls added

.

SPLINE0 HUBS, KNOCKOFFS, HAMMERS

We maintain the largest, most comprehensive inventory of the above products in the U.S.
We offer knowledgeable service and the finest merchandise at the lowest price
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ltems with a British Flair
Screen Printed and Embroidered Apparel
Customized ltems Available
Enamel Pins, Key Fobs, Model Cars and More
3542 Wellston Ct., Simi Valley, CA 93063

Tel(805) 522-5882

Fax (805) 522-9082

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE M G RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needsof the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
ltems rangingfromfull motors invariousstatesof tune, tothe leatherbonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, C/R - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels, BIO & WO, race tyres, suspension parts.
uprated shocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirements and
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
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Ray York of Santa C m ,CA shows his beautiful 1970 blue MGB GT for the first time!
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1924cc "BIG BORE" CONVERSION FORS-MAIN MCBS
Doug Jackson, British Automotive, Novato, California
I originally set out on this project with three main objectives in mind. Firstly,
develop an engine with worthwhile increases in BHP and torque output and yet, at
the same time, keep the exhaust emissions under control. Secondly, this engine
must be practical for street use; and lastly, the cost of this engine must be kept to
an acceptable level.

PISTONS
I knew that there were several large bore conversions available but before
considering the purchase of these kits I decided to take a look at the limitations as
to bore size. The head gasket was measured at the bore aperture and was found to
be approximately 83mm in diameter. Any larger sized pistons than the head gasket
bore aperture diameter would result in the head gasket overhanging into the
cylinder bore, thereby losing a small amount of gasket sealing area.
I managed to obtain a 1950cc piston for measurement purposes which turned
It also had a shorter compression height with valve relief
out to be 83mm + .02OW.
notches machined intoavery flat top piston crown. This was obviously aproduction
piston for some other engine application. To accommodate this piston, we would
have had to undertake excessive engine block redecking, resulting in a high
compression ratio (CR) which would then require the cylinder head combustion
chamber to be appreciably reworked to arrive at an acceptable CR.
The next logical step was to then purchase several 83mm pistons that were
applicable tovarious NissanfDatsun and V W models. Unfortunately, thesewere also
less than desirable, but from all of these pistons, a new design was born. A piston
that would be 83mm in size and would incorporate in its design an extra thick flat
topped piston crown which could be easily machined to arrive at the desired CR.
This piston would also use the original wrist pin and carry two 1.5mm compression
rings and one 4mm oil control ring, as used on a 1982-'85 Maxima 810 L24E-2 engine.
It tookseveral piston prototypes from different manufacturers before finally settling
for a forged piston manufactured by J.E. Pistons. The optimal engine size was now
determined to be 1924cc.
CYLINDER HEADS
Making the jump from 1798cc to 1924cc would result in an increase in engine
capacity of 126cc (7%). Theoretical air consumption would also be increased from
7.94cfm to 8.5cfm for every 1,000 RPM respectively, therefore, to take advantage of
this increased air consumption, it would be necessary to use a cylinder head with
greater flow characteristics. A decision was made to bench flow test the several
stock cylinder heads that were available for the MGB. Cylinder head part number
48G644 (Casting No. 12H2923) fitted from 1972 through 1974l/z 18V584/585/672/673
engines outflowed the other cylinder heads by as little as 1%at .050"valve lift to as
much a s 16.6%at .450" valve lift. It must be noted however, that this cylinder head
has 1.625" intake valves with larger throat dimensions. Deciphering the data sheet
showed a flow rate of 77.08cfm at .40OUvalve lift and 78.63cfm @ .450"valve lift. It was
obvious that theairflow potential had been reached, so ideallyweshould belooking
for a camshaftfrocker combination that would give us between .40OUto .450" valve
lift. Additional cylinder head work could have been carried out to increase these
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flowrates but we were trying to build a cost effective engine usingstockcomponents
where possible.

CAMSHAFTS
With this 1924cc engine size it was going to be possible to use a camshaft with
more duration than a stock camshaft, but how much duration, and what does
duration mean? There seem to be many camshafts available all giving different
durations at various camshaft and valve lifts. It was then that 1was given the name
of Dimitri Elgin of Elgin Camshafts. My initial telephone contact with him left mewith
great optimism, for here was a professional person who was extremely helpful and
enthusiastic about designing a camshaft for my application. I was asked to put
together the following information which included: engine RPM range, engine size,
bore and stroke, connecting rod center to center distance, piston pin offset, static
CR, cylinder head maximum CFM air flow, percentage of the exhaust air flow versus
the intake air flow, valve sizes, intake and exhaust port sizes, length and size of the
intake manifold and the exhaust system. Several weeks later I received the first
prototype camshaft (Part No. 1574);this camshaft was tried first in a 1868ccregular
engine rebuild. Unfortunately, the camshaft did not work well within the intended
RPM range. More discussions continued over several months with yet another
continued on page 50
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II RELIABLE POWER II
Comes from Experience

Complete Kit

desired compression ratio.

At British Auto, we've engineered a Big-Bore combination that really works.
Matched components give you usable TORQUE at low RPM's. Forged Alloy
Pistons with lightweight polished pins. Steel Billet Camshaft, nitrided and
heat-treated. Lightweight polished lifters. True Street Performance. Driveability.

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415) 382-7804
MGB Stock and CustomEngines & Suspensions
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1924cc Big Bore Conversion for MCBs - continued from page 49
profile being tried (Part No. 671018X289), and this was fitted into a 1974 MGB
(1924cc). Upon engine completion and subsequent road test (December, 1990), it
was apparent that we had an engine having a great deal of torque at low RPM and
plenty of horsepower as well. Needless to say, the customer was absolutely
delighted with the performance. Another 1924cc engine was assembled using the
above camshaft, cylinder head #48(3644,1.55:1 roller rockers (a decision was made
to use roller rockers so as to reducevalve train loads) and 9.1:l CR. This engine was
then dynoed by Tom Crowther Racing of Petaluma, California.

DYNO TEST RESULTS
Three types of carburetor setups were tried. Listed below are the results of
these tests (NOTE: No tests were carried out beyond 4500 RPM.):
DELORTO 45mm CARB (long intake manifold and exhaust header)
Max BHP 109 8 4500 RPM, Max Torque 133 Ib./ft. 8 3500 RPM
Torque Curve: 124.9 Ib./ft. 8 2500 RPM - 125.5 Ib./ft. 8 4500 RPM
WEBER 45DCOE CARB (same as above)
Max BHP 109 Q 4500 RPM, Max Torque 137 Ib./ft. @ 3500 RPM
Torque Curve: 126.1 Ib./ft. 8 2500 RPM - 127.7 Ib./ft. 8 4500
SU 11/2"HS4 CARBS (regular intake manifold and exhaust header)
Max BHP 103 84500 RPM, Max Torque 124 lb./ft. 8 3000 RPM
Torque Curve: 122.7 Ib./ft. 8 2500 RPM - 119.9 Ib./ft. 8 4500
(Dyno test run limited due to metering needle availability.)
The results have shown that noticeable gains in BHP and torque have been
achieved with this combination of 1924cc pistons and mild cam. It has proven
reliable and enjoyable for street use as well as the occasional rally.

Technical Coordinator - continued from page 39
Unless physically distorted, the carburetor pistons and dome units on either
type of carburetor seldom give any trouble,and I would suggest that you return the
parts purchased to the supplier as they are not the correct type. Go to an established
supplier who will discuss the problem with you and provide the correct parts. The
HlFs are a fine unit and other than being a bit more difficult to adjust (mixture) than
were the HS4 type they will give you very little
problems over many miles of use.
I hope this helps answer your question.
Bob

Nick Anderson S Pageant Blue 1979.
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ONE OF THE TEN BEST

Peter Egan, "Road and Track" Magazine
In the June, 1993 issue of that excellent publication "Road and Track", Peter
Egan who has long had a penchant for things British, reminisced on his ten years
with the magazine. He chose his ten personally driven favorite cars of the decade.
There was some exotic machinery in his choices, Ferrari Testarossa, Jaguar
XJ6,and the Ford Mustang 5.0 LX but Peter's number "7"choice will warm you MGB
people through and through! Read on...

BRITISH MOTOR HERITAGE MGB
"Okay, this isn't exactly a new car from the eighties, but it was a brand new
bodyshell made in England by British Motor Heritage with the original stamping
tools, assembled with new and rebuilt interior and mechanical parts by Brown &
Gammons in England, and then driven across the U.S. to Moss Motors as a demo. In
effect a new 1972 MGB, with overdrive and a slightly warmed up set of cam lobes.
I drove this car from Santa Barbara down the California coast to Newport Beach
on a summer afternoon and evening and reminded myself why I like MGBs s o much,
and why I went out and bought another one that I am now rebuilding with skinned
knuckles and at great cost. I remain convinced that the still-undervalued MGB is one
of those cars that came out just right in combining all the nuances of sound,
performance and road feel that satisfy the senses and make one happy to be going
down the road. And the British Heritage version was the nicest one I ever drove."

Preparation for C O ~ C O U- continued
~S
from page 17
the entire interior. Go down to the floorpans where the metal is and rectify any
problems here-judges love to lift carpets! Then vacuum everywhere else where dust,
dirt or grit can lie including seats (and runners), dash, glovebox, etc. Look closely
at the control pedal stems and repaint if necessary, also renew any worn pedal
rubbers. If your upholstery is leather and a bit shabby, invest in one of the cleaning/
recoloring kits offered. As long as the leather is not torn, the effects can be
miraculous. Finish off with a proprietary hide food. Vinyls and plastics can be
treated with Decosol or other cleaner for the task and use a nailbrush for getting the
dirt out of the grain. Carpet cleaner is good for getting carpets up to scratch and
fabric dye applied sparingly by brush can disguise worn or faded patches.
Awhole range of mainly silicone based products are on the market for assisting
with the cleaning of vinyls and dashboards-Armorall, Son of a Gun and Something
Else are three that spring to mind. However what you must avoid using on textured
plastics is ordinary car polish or soap which will leave white deposits in the grain.

HOW TO KEEP THE SHINE
So, the car is looking like new, but that's only half the battle as you now have to
keep it that way. There is no substitute for regular cleaning (and that means
everything including the underside!) because once you begin to skip the work, the
car will rapidly turn from being 'concours' to merely 'nice'.
But how on earth do you prevent vulnerableitems like cadmium plated calipers,
polished aluminum, chrome wire wheels and s o on from "going offn?Peter is a great
fan of WD40 and uses it on all such parts, especially before setting out for a concours
event onadoubtful day. Onarrival he just cleans off theWD40 ("just awipeoverdoes
it", he says) giving the wire wheels another rinse of water and meths before
leathering dry. True, WD40 can attract dust if left on for a period, but all that comes
away with the WD40 on wiping the component and it's infinitely preferable to the
rust, discoloration and mildew which can set in otherwise.
The paintwork should be kept clean by careful washing, though Peter dislikes
using a hosepipe above the waistline because it results in water getting into the
doors and other places it shouldn't-a wet sponge and leather only is used on the
upper parts of his cars. Overwaxing encourages rain-spotting and Peter finds it
necessary to cut back the paintwork every season or two to maintain the finest
finish.
To conclude the most important factor of all, whether you're starting from
scratch or just maintainingthecar's condition, is to involveall thefamily, says Peter.
That way the workcan be shared out and also the shared pleasures of success, if any
comes your way! Best of all though, the car becomes something that is enjoyed by,
and gives satisfaction to, all members of the family and that's worth averygreat deal.
(Editor's note: Concours preparation is a whole art form in itselflln the future we'll
hy and bring you more tips and methods of the experts, includingNational Champions.)

The Heritage MGB, one of Peter Egan's ten best!
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BUSINESS C A R D P A G E

M O R E BUSINESS C A R D S
v

Moore MG's

Sales, Restorations & Parts
New and Used

7817 Loisdale Road
Bldg. B14
Springfield, VA 22150
(703) 550-0234

Dale E. Moore

206 Atrisco Rd. S
Albuquerque, NM 8710

Don and Carol Tyrack

1

JOE CURT0 INC.

Connell's
MG Service

I

2302 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46218

<PARF(

(West side of Wilson's Auto Parts)

Mail: 230-22 58th Ave.
Bayside, N.Y, 11364
Ship UPS: 193-12 69th Ave.
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365

Phone: 3171545-6108

--

(512) 626-3840

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE
24027 CROSSLAND
JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
Owners
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264
-

-

-

MG, TRIUMPH, WR, JAGUAR
TOM &JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
(203) 889-0178

M O R E BUSINESS C A R D S

M O R E BUSINESS C A R D S
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN-HEALEY

BPECIALLZIIG

I R Nos
CALL US!
FOR ALL YOUR

D and R Enterprises

TO FIND

-.....-.. -........

aiiimh.----

NEEDS

(209)948-8754

IMPORTERS 6 RETAILERS OF FINE EUROPEAN
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

NORMAN NOCK

-

PARTS REPAIRS
RESTORATION

ROSS W. WHlTAKER

I NEED

BRITISH CAR

2013 NORTH 7157 STREET
WAVWATOSA Wl53213
414-771-~70

a
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Bn'ti-Yz~ p o c i ~ l i u s
2060 N. WILSON WAY *STOCKTON. CA95205
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Jim Noblehy,~mwbndge

The Ultimate Solution To Your

+ Brake cylinders completely
rebudt and sleeved.
+ Lifetlrne L~nutedWarranty

BRITISH MOTORS, INC.
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PIease caU us nowfw more i n f a t i o n .
White Post Restorations

333 Stone Road
Villa Park, IL.60181

Rob Medynski

(708) 279-MGMG

Greystone

15 yn.
Experience

Automotive
(818) 246-7385

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(20 1 )-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Mllford, NJ 07480

$35.00
per hr.

O.E. WIRING LOOMS FOR ALL
BRmSH CARS REBUILT SHOCK
.ABSORBERS RACK & PINIONS
KING PIN ASSEMBLIES
-

NEW & USED
PARTS FOR:

MORRIS MINOR

- -- -

- - -

-

MG JAGUAR

"THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND!''

1733 Victory Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201

-
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SELL-SEEK-SWAP!

The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register
Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad with
membership number t o P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by arrangement
with the Secretary. So that you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the
originating state is shown after each ad!

FOR SALE
1964 MGB-Always a race car and beautifully prepared. Perfect body, flares,
wide wheels, RHD and lowered. S.E. SCCA Regional champ, 1965 full known
history with period film and photos. No engine or gearbox. $4500. (401)847-4777,

RI
1965 Hillman Husky Estate-One for the connisieur! 63K original miles, good
condition, head-turner! Asking $2200, need to sell. (219)485-9017,
1968 ~ ~ c ~ e s t o r a tstarted,
i o n pans, sills, fenders, rockers replaced. Mostly
disassembled. Call for details. $1500. (606)331-6044, KY
1970 MGB-Flame red with black interior. Complete all steel restoration with all
systems rebuilt. $6800 (215)542-9884, PA
1973 MGB GT-Teal blue, completely restored and repainted. 65K miles. 98%
completed. $2995. Photos available (219)485-9017, IN
1974 MGB GT-22K miles on new engine, suspension completely replaced. Body
needs paint and minor work. $2100. (215)463-9506, PA
1974 MG Midget-1275cc,

new tires. $2250. (519)686-3955, Ontario, Canada

1978 MGB-Blue with tan interior. Low miles with lots of new parts. Looks good.
(215)745-7755, PA

M C PARTS FOR SALE
Complete air conditioning system for MGB $250; Wiring harness $200; Steering
column with ignition switch etc. $100. (214)3851096, TX
Many 1969-'74 MGB parts, too numerous to list. (215)649-4249, PA
Many 1976 MG Midget parts, (215)933-3052, (Days), PA

WHERE TO 'B!
~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers
Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs t o submit their MG events t o "MCB
Driver".Information must include, date, location, and contact phonenumber. Please
submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA
931 17.

MAJORM C EVENTS FOR 1993
July 14/17, GT18 NAMGAR Convention, Niagara, Canada, (416)734-3475
July 15/18th, GOF Central, Ann Arbor, MI, (313)662-9028
July 24/25th, Annual MG Jamboree, Homosassa, FL, (813)837-3111
Aug 3/5th, MGC Register Convention, Staunton, VA
Aug.l4th, British Car Day, Dayton, OH, 0293-2819
Aug 20122, University Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)245-2141
Aug.28/29th, Heartland British Autofest, Bettendorf, IA, (319)391-0914
Aug 29th, Lanco MG Club,'Taste of Britain', Lancaster, PA, (717)872-7528
Sept 5th, Autumn Sports Classic, Lancaster, NY, (716)892-5045
Sept 4/5th, Kansas City All British Meet, Kansas City, MO, (913)441-0958
Sept 23/25th, Moss British Car Fall Festival, Solvang, CA, 1-800-235-6954
Sept 25th, 'MGs on the Rocks', Harford County, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 26th, Indy British Motor Day, Indianapolis, IN, (317)831-1046
Sept 26th, Connecticut MG Club British Car Show, Bethlehem, CT, (203)3549501
Sept 26th, Meeting of the British Marques, Harrisburg, PA, (717)469-1034
Sept 29/0ct 2, GOF Mk 57, Burlington, VT,Write NEMGTR, Oneonta, NY 13820
Oct 1/2nd, South Alabama British Car Day, Fairhope, AL, (205)9285366
Oct 15/17th, Memphis British Car Fest, Memphis, TN, (901)754-0538
MC ORCANISATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of renewed
cooperation between North American Clubs we list below some other clubs you
might wish to write to:
For T-Series MGs-New England MG T Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs-North American MGA Register, 21 14 Pinehurst Drive, Carmel, IN
46032
For MGCs-North American MGC Register, 34 Park Ave., Asheville, NC 288032056

MC CLUBS IN ENGLAND:
The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owner's Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs, CB4 5 4 2
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Ave, Stafford, ST17 4LS, @re-'55 MGs)

M C ITEMS WANTED
Zenith Stromberg carbs for 1977 MGB. Original rubber tipped key blanks for late
MGBs with B.L. logo. Early stow away top rails with stowage bags (if possible).
1977-'80 luggage rack parts. (203)597-9292, CT

North American MGB Register

